Abstract. In many areas the eighteenth century was a starting point for the quantification of science. It was a period in which the mania for collecting led to the first attempts in systematization and classification. This penchant for collecting was not limited to natural history specimens or curiosities. Due in part to the development of mathematical and physical instruments, which became more widely available, scholars were confronted with the informative value of numbers. On the one hand, sequences of measurements appeared to be the key to the advancement of scientific knowledge, yet on the other hand the mathematical apparatus to deal with these data was still largely lacking. As a result of this the first meteorological networks organized in the eighteenth century all became bogged down in the large amount of information that was collected but could not be processed properly. This development is illustrated in a case study of an early Dutch meteorological society, the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit (1779-1802). What were the factors that triggered this interest in the weather in the Netherlands? What were the goals and expectations of the contributors? What were their methodological strategies? Which instruments were used to measure which meteorological parameters? How was the stream of numbers generated by these measurements organized, collected and interpreted? An analysis of this process reveals that limits on the advancement of meteorology were not only imposed by instrumentation and organization. The financing, the scientific infrastructure of the old eighteenth-century Dutch Republic and the lack of a proper theoretical insight were also crucial factors that eventually frustrated the breakthrough of meteorology as an academic science in the Netherlands. This breakthrough was only achieved in the second half of the nineteenth century.
approach evolved during the course of the eighteenth century towards what is now considered to constitute meteorology as a discipline concerned with the physical causes of the weather. 5 For a long time, however, it was not quite clear what physical parameters were important for the formation of meteorological phenomena. So eighteenth-century meteorology covered branches of physics not included in its modern counterpart, such as electricity, magnetism and pneumatics. In 1780 the Dutch professor Jan Hendrik van Swinden considered this broad base of physical topics to be the principal reason why meteorology had made so little progress compared to other physical subjects. What complicated things was that meteorology was predominantly empirical. Many measurements needed systematically to be collected as a precondition for the discovery of patterns and rules. According to Van Swinden, a meteorological research programme would require much work and discipline. As a consequence, the formulation of a universal meteorological theory would be exceptionally difficult. However, the difficult nature of the problem should not hinder starting work on it. During the process, theory could be modified and instruments perfected. Indeed, had it not been this very method which enabled the previous century's amazing advances in physics and astronomy ? 6 This striking progression of the ' exact ' sciences was largely due to what has been referred to as l'esprit géométrique, the quantifying spirit, indicating the passion for ordering, classifying, measuring and calculating. The eighteenth century can probably be identified with the inauguration of the so-called ' quantification of science ', in which a boundless passion for collecting led to the first attempts to classify and systematize. Partly as a consequence of the advancing development of mathematical and scientific instruments, which also enjoyed wider distribution, scholars were confronted with the informative value of numbers. The quantifying spirit was found in almost every aspect of scientific research, such as mathematics, astronomy, population statistics on fertility and mortality, finance, transport and communication, and trade. Initially, meteorology seemed to be an ideal area for harvesting the fruits of these new developments. Meteorological instruments such as the thermometer and the barometer became available at the end of the sixteenth century. The first initiatives to set up a network of observers of these instruments quickly followed. However, these efforts were short lived and amounted to little more than the charting of unknown terrain. It was almost impossible to process collected measurements, due to lack of standardization between scarcely adequate instruments and the lack of a proper mathematical methodology with which this large quantity of numbers could be processed. Therefore, without exception, the first meteorological networks set up in the eighteenth century were frustrated by the intractability of the data collected.
One of the best-known initiatives to coordinate meteorological observations was that of James Jurin in 1723. Under the auspices of the Royal Society of London he managed to recruit fifteen observers from England and mainland Europe. 8 In the Netherlands one observer participated, the surveyor Nicolaus Samuel Cruquius. As the importance of standardization had already been recognized, the participants were all sent the same alcohol thermometer from London made by the instrument-maker Francis Hauksbee.
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The observations were collected and published by William Derham. He quickly came to realize that the task set was far from simple. Both the reliability of the instruments and the discipline of the observers left much to be desired. This caused Derham to state that ' these investigations require not only industry and inclination, but also leisure and means and opportunity, which you seldom find together '.
10 Data-processing was also infernally difficult. Derham considered that summarizing the data was ' a matter so perplexed and difficult, as not to answer the great trouble of it '. Furthermore, the thermometer distributed by the English was found to be far from unproblematic. When, fifty years later in 1778, the Dutch professor Van Swinden carried out a comparative study of thermometers, he was forced to conclude that, of all the models, Hauksbee's was the most unreliable.
11 Problems like these led to a decline in initial enthusiasm. Feldmann has established that scarcely any meteorological study of international importance was published in Europe between 1730 and 1770. Amongst other factors, he ascribes this to the many wars that ravaged the continent in the middle of the century.
12 But from 1770 onwards the picture changed dramatically. Around this time a number of elements came together, as a result of which organized meteorology gained new opportunities.
First, the development of ' experimental physics ' had led to standardization and a more advanced understanding of accuracy. With the ascendancy of the specialized profession of the physical instrument-maker and its associated increased expertise, greater demands could be placed upon scientific instruments, including meteorological instruments. Due to critical publications in the 1770s from scholars such as De Luc, Cotte and Van Swinden, instruments such as the barometer and the thermometer had been developed to a very high state of perfection.
13 Considerable efforts were also being made to improve other instruments such as the hygrometer.
Second, in the 1760s it was discovered that the air in the atmosphere was not a simple substance, but that it was composed of different kind of ' airs', and therefore the old question of whether there was a relationship between the composition of the atmosphere and the occurrence of diseases was reinvigorated. Such a relationship was thought to be highly likely in cases of epidemic. These findings gave an impulse to a renewed medical interest in meteorology.
Third, in 1774 a much-discussed study by the Italian academic Giusseppe Toaldo was directed at the importance of meteorology for agriculture. On the basis of meteorological data that had been collected in Padua over a period of forty-eight years, Toaldo claimed to have demonstrated that there was a relation between the electrical condition of the atmosphere and the growth of plants. Even more important, Toaldo claimed that he was on the verge of discovering a number of rules that seemed to make it possible to predict the weather on the basis of cyclical patterns. Toaldo's assumption that the weather would repeat itself in accordance with astronomical cycles was not new. However, his study was the first to appear to support this hypothesis with empirical data.
14 This ' discovery ' of an astronomical-meteorological relationship boosted research into the occurrence of possible epidemic cycles. Within a short space of time, Toaldo's study was published in several languages and caused a sensation on a European scale. 15 Many researchers tried to follow in his footsteps to perfect his alleged astronomical-meteorological system. For example, the German scholar Johann Hemmer wrote in May 1779 to his superior, the Elector Palatine, who shortly afterwards would become the main benefactor of the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina led by Hemmer :
Weather observations have nowadays become one of the most important branches of natural science, since Toaldo showed so convincingly their great influence on farming and the growth of plants, and set the same on a scientific footing. One now works in every way with redoubled diligence in order to give this new structure the appropriate solidity and completeness through multiple observations made with all possible exactness and agreement. 16 The renewed enthusiasm led to various initiatives. In London the Royal Society resumed its meteorological observations in 1774, organized on this occasion by Horsley. In Berlin the Gesellschaft der naturforschende Freunde started to collect measurements from 1775 onwards, while in Paris Turgot started a medical-meteorological organization in 1776, which was granted the title Societé Royale de Médecine in 1778. Seven years later this organization had about 150 meteorological observers. However, the best-known organization was the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina, founded in 1780 in Mannheim. The Elector Palatine made available a set of standardized instruments which were sent to more than fifty selected observers, spread throughout the entirety of Europe. Interestingly, the request for cooperation was targeted at organizations and not at individuals. This facilitated the continuity of the observations. 17 A Dutch medical-meteorological society was founded along similar lines in 1779 ; it was named the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit (Physical and Medical Correspondence Society).
Early meteorological activities in the northern Netherlands : the first measurements
The Dutch Republic had seen earlier activities in the field of meteorology. 18 In 1697 the Leiden professor of philosophy Wolferd Senguerd performed the first serial thermometric and barometric observations there. His meteorological interest was probably a result of a more general interest in the properties of air, for Senguerd was also the first in the Netherlands to investigate air pumps. The same can be said for observations made between 1709 and 1712 by the Franeker professor of philosophy Ruard Andala. One of his students was the medical doctor Willem van Ranouw, who settled in 1715 at Amsterdam. Van Ranouw became the editor of several journals with a medical and scientific scope. He also became acquainted with the Danzig-born scientific instrument-maker Daniel Gabriel Fahrenheit (1686-1736). Fahrenheit was a man of great practical skills who designed the best thermometers and barometers of his time. From 1718 onwards, Van Ranouw attended a series of physical and chemical lectures Fahrenheit delivered for a group of ' Mennonite dilettantes '. These were the first of this kind of public lecture in experimental philosophy in the Netherlands. Van Ranouw and ' his beloved friend Fahrenheit ' also performed meteorological observations which they published in Van Ranouw's weekly Esculapius (1723). These meteorological measurements were the first to be brought to public attention in the Netherlands. In one of his other journals Van Ranouw explained his motives. He stipulated the importance of commencing instrumental measurements, although it was not fully known what to do with the results. He compared his situation with that of Christopher Columbus, who also set sail in ignorance but had nevertheless discovered America. The same might be possible with meteorology. According to Van Ranouw, it was important simply to start measurements. During the process of collecting observations it would become clear what to do with them. Such measurements would probably lead to astro-meteorological or medical-meteorological discoveries.
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The first meteorological networks in the Netherlands Another founder of Dutch meteorology was the surveyor Nicolaus Samuel Cruquius. In 1706 he started daily meteorological observations, which he continued until his death in 1754. He was the first in the Netherlands to incorporate measurements on precipitation, humidity and evaporation in his thermometer and barometer readings. Around 1721 he developed a graphical notation for the registration of his observations, one of the first of its kind in the history of meteorology. These graphs were published in 1724 in the Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of London. 20 Herman Boerhaave, Leiden professor of medicine and chemistry, who was highly interested in the medical component of meteorology, remarked of Cruquius's graphs that he had never seen work so simple and at the same time so accurate. 21 Like Van Ranouw, Cruquius believed that systematic meteorological observations would lead to the discovery of unheard-of astro-meteorological relations. Instruments such as the barometer, thermometer and hygroscope would be the key to such bodies of knowledge. But, according to Cruquius, meteorological information was also of vital importance for the maintenance of the dykes and bridges, as well as for the military defence of Holland. This opinion stimulated Cruquius in 1727 to propose a design for an organization for the collection of meteorological observations in that Dutch province. In so doing, he may have been inspired by his short experience as an observer in Jurin's international network at the Royal Society. Cruquius foresaw the cooperation of some twenty ' simple but accurate observers, who would be instructed and installed properly to measure and observe each at his own place, … the movement and changes of the air and the water '. 22 However, his plan was considered too costly for the States of Holland and the original proposal was abandoned. Yet a few years later, in 1733, Cruquius was appointed superintendent (opsiener) at the Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland. This organization was responsible for water management in the polders of Holland. Cruquius had convinced the board of the Hoogheemraadschap of the vital importance of meteorological knowledge for a proper management of the dykes. So in this newly created position Cruquius was partially able to fulfil his proposals. From 1734 onwards daily meteorological observations were collected at the office of the Hoogheemraadschap at Spaarndam. Two years later, meteorological observations were also carried out from another Rijnland office at Halfweg, the Gemeenlandshuis Zwanenburg. There Rijnland observers would continue the triple daily observations during some 125 years. This makes the Zwanenburg series one of the longest instrumental meteorological recordings in the world.
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Around the same time, meteorological observations were collected from a medical perspective by the Utrecht professor Petrus van Musschenbroek (1692-1761). Stimulated by experiences in his own practice as a medical doctor and building on the teachings of his Leiden tutor Boerhaave, Van Musschenbroek was convinced of a relation between epidemics and other diseases and the state of the atmosphere. Cycles in meteorological phenomena would therefore result in epidemic cycles. With the aim of discovering such patterns, Van Musschenbroek started observations in 1728. For some years a small network of observers assisted him, mostly former students who had spread out through the country. 24 This cooperation ended in 1736 with Van Musschenbroek's move to Leiden University. However, Van Musschenbroek continued his personal observations until 1758. In that year Van Musschenbroek had to admit that his painstaking work had born little fruit ; medical conclusions were not achieved. His measurements on precipitation had merely been useful for the calculation of the debit necessary for some new polder windmills.
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In the four decades between Van Musschenbroek's observational network of former students and the founding of the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit no serious efforts were made in the Netherlands to coordinate meteorological observations. Nevertheless, individual interest in meteorological phenomena increased notably. The large number of instrument-makers of Italian descent who could earn a living in the 23 See the observational record in the archives of the Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland, Leiden, inv. nr. 11.069. Until Cruquius's death in 1754 the Rijnland observations at Halfweg (between Haarlem and Amsterdam) were carried out by the surveyor Jan Noppen (1706-64). See Jan Noppe(n),'Dagelijkse waarnemingen op Zwaanenburg', Uitgeleeze Natuurkundige Verhandelingen (1739), 2, 427-52; (1741), 3, 272-80. Netherlands by the construction of barometers and thermometers in the second half of the eighteenth century testifies to the increasing popularity of meteorological instruments. 26 However, a lack of standardization of instruments, as well as unawareness of the use of proper observational techniques, hindered comparisons between individually collected measurements. 27 As a result, a study published in 1770 about the 'state of the air and the climate of Holland' went no further than a few commonplace remarks.
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In summary, early meteorological observations in the Netherlands can be divided into three types. First, observations made by individual observers -dilettantes -with instruments of their own choice and design, collected and noted according to their own insight. These were in part published, 29 but were mostly only noted for the observers' The city of Dordrecht is referred to by Van Musschenbroek, in his physics textbook Beginsels der Natuurkunde, as the site of meteorological observations made from 1735 to 1736 by the medical doctor Jan Willem Steenbergen. But soon this task of collecting meteorological observations passed over to the lens polisher Arnold Marcel, a nephew of the well-known Dutch microscopist Anthony van Leeuwenhoek. Marcel was the leader of a group of physical dilettantes in Dordrecht, the Society 'Physica'. After Marcel's death in 1748 leadership of this society passed over to Gerardus Kuypers, an autodidact who also continued Marcel's meteorological activities for more than thirty years.
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The Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit (1779-1802) : origins and founding
What factors contributed in 1779 to the founding of a medical-meteorological organization in the Netherlands? At that time the Netherlands were politically a republic : a union of seven provinces, each sovereign in many respects. The very nature of this political configuration meant that there was no central royal authority with its associated royal patronage for the sciences. This had its consequences. Elsewhere in Europe scientific research was principally organized around scientific societies. These organizations generally enjoyed firm royal protection and often received significant financial support from the sovereign. In the Netherlands this situation was completely different. As a result of political fragmentation in the Low Countries, scientific interest was focused in the provincial universities. The need for a scientific society working on a national level was not felt for a long time. This situation changed somewhat in 1747, with the restoration of the long-vacant position of Stadholder (Stadhouder). This was a curious semi-monarchical function taken by the Prince of Orange but under the sovereignty of the republican States-General. The energetic actions of this new Stadholder, Prince William IV, and his coterie generated a kind of court culture with an associated scientific policy. However, the support given to the sciences by the Stadholder was necessarily symbolic. The provinces remained sovereign, so state finances could not be spent without approval of the several provincial governments.
Prince William IV died unexpectedly in 1751, but nevertheless the policy of stimulating scientific activities implemented under his short reign continued. Within a year of his death the Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen (Dutch Society of Sciences) was founded in Haarlem as the first scientific society in the Netherlands operating on a national level. The Stadholder's leading political adviser, Willem Bentinck van Rhoon, played a prominent role in its foundation. 36 Yet once again the support from the Stadholder's court was mainly symbolic and the initiative remained devoid of real state aid. The new Stadholder, the still juvenile Prince William V, was sought as the protector of the Hollandsche Maatschappij, but for its financing a system was devised that would long remain characteristic of the Netherlands. In the Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen two completely different types of member were established. On the one hand there were ' directors ', in effect private merchants who bore the financial burden, and on the other hand there were ' ordinary members ' who were responsible for the scientific contributions. A number of key university members guaranteed a strong university input.
From the outset, meteorology played a prominent role in the Hollandsche Maatschappij. This prominence was largely due to the association of some of its founders with the Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland. Observers employed by Rijnland, such as Nicolaus Cruquius, Jan Noppen and Jan Engelman, had furthermore been members of the Natuur-en Sterrekundig Collegie, a local physical and astronomical society at Haarlem, whose activities preceded the founding of the Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen. Various members of this Haarlem konstgenootschap carried out pioneering work in meteorology and astronomy in the Dutch Republic.
37 As both Noppen and Engelman were among the founders of the Hollandsche Maatschappij, it is unsurprising that in the first part of the Society's transactions (Verhandelingen) reference was made to the great ' usefulness ' of meteorology.
38 In this memoir, physico-theological arguments (claims that acquiring knowledge about the weather stimulated respect for the Creator) were found to be as important as possible scientific or social ' utility '. Right from the start, the meteorological observations performed by the Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland were included in the Society's Verhandelingen. Meteorological instruments were also discussed in this periodical. For example, the Haarlem instrument-maker Pieter Eizenbroek reported on the ' improved ' barometers he had made ; the Leiden professor Johan Lulofs (also inspector general for the rivers) examined the available anemometers (or wind-speed meters); the Rijnland observer Jan Engelman devoted attention to the daily variation of the compass; and Cornelis Brunings, since 1765 employed as a meteorological observer by Rijnland, 39 discussed his interesting experiences with precipitation and evaporation meters.
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The Hollandsche Maatschappij also organized prize contests, some of them with a meteorological component. later. 41 The prizewinning essay's author was the medical doctor Iman Jacob van den Bosch (1731-88), who as a student had worked with Bicker at Leiden University. 42 In his prize essay Van den Bosch had been inspired by an article already published in 1757 by the Hollandsche Maatschappij in its Verhandelingen. The earlier essay's author, the medical doctor Job Baster from Zierikzee, had been a meteorological observer for many years and had reproduced his findings in an essay entitled ' Medical experiments about the air, noted as the prior cause of many diseases '. 43 Assuming the old Hippocratic dogma of the res non naturales, Van den Bosch attempted to find an explanation for the majority of pathological phenomena in the natural circumstances surrounding people. A careful medical geography was therefore of the utmost importance. With his Natuuren Geneeskundige Verhandeling van de Oorzaaken, Voorbehoeding, en Geneezing der Ziekten, uit de Natuurlyke Gesteldheid of het Vaderland Voortvloeijende (' Physical and medical essay about the causes, preservation and curing of the diseases, resulting from the natural state of the Fatherland ') Van den Bosch added a new genre to Dutch medical literature. 44 In order to write this detailed prize essay, Van den Bosch had set up a network of observers. More than eighty correspondents had provided him with medical and meteorological data from the whole area of the Netherlands.
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Van den Bosch considered the results of his study to be very promising ; the natural environment did indeed seem to contain many pathogenic factors. In 1778, even before his essay had been published, Van den Bosch proposed that coordinated observations be continued, this time organized and financed by the Hollandsche Maatschappij. However, in view of the severe financial consequences, the board of the Dutch Society of Sciences gave this proposal a lukewarm reception. Furthermore, they had reasonable doubt about the feasibility of Van den Bosch's initiative. For example, Jan Engelman, one of the founders of the Hollandsche Maatschappij, both a medical doctor and a meteorological observer, wrote, I cannot see how meteorological observations will contribute to a better understanding of medicine unless considerable geographical, current and ground descriptions are provided as well as a description of the inhabitants' way of life. Also, the majority of diseases are not so much associated with visible changes in the composition of the air as with the invisible causes that arise from this, which are outside the reach of meteorological observations.
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Despite this scepticism and the rejection of his proposal by the Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen, Van den Bosch was determined to continue. In doing so he was encouraged by his tutor, the Leiden professor of medicine, Hieronymus David Gaubius. 47 Now that the ' earnestness of his correspondents was still thriving ', a regularly maintained network of observers seemed within his grasp. Or, as Van den Bosch put it, if the French could organize this under ' orders from on high ', why should the Dutch not do the same thing on a ' voluntary basis ' ?
48 Influential friends helped Van den Bosch get enough support for his ideas in the city of The Hague. There in August 1779 the Dutch counterpart to the Societé Royale de Médecine was founded. 49 Just like this French example, the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit intended to collect both meteorological and medical observations. It would become the first organization in the Netherlands designed fully for the purpose of empirical research.
The reason why Van den Bosch succeeded in The Hague where he failed elsewhere seems to be connected with the fact that this city was the residence of the Dutch Stadholder. Perhaps more than elsewhere in the Netherlands, this city maintained a more open attitude to centralist ideas. Here the foundations of a central government were first laid. Eventually these centralist ideas would become a reality in 1795 with the founding of the Bataafsche Republiek. Besides, in 1755 The Hague had been the first city in the Netherlands to order the registration of the causes of death. So the local municipality had some experience with the collection and processing of statistical data.
Organizational structure
An organizational structure for the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit was set up which would guarantee national coverage. By November 1779 a board of eleven people had been put together. The tireless Van den Bosch was appointed as the secretary. The former mayor of The Hague, Johan Dierquens, a pioneer in the area of population statistics, was appointed president. 50 The government prosecutor at The Hague, Philippus van Swinden, father of the Franeker professor Jan Hendrik van Swinden, was appointed general treasurer. This Collegie van Directie (board of directors) was responsible for coordinating, collecting and publishing the data obtained. In terms of financial support the organization was completely geared towards the unusual Dutch situation. Various Maecenaces, who were all ' eminent and skilled people ', guaranteed the financial basis.
51 At a local level various ' classes ' or ' departments ' were to be set up, each with their own ' secretary ' or ' treasurer '. These local departments were charged with ensuring the collection of relevant medical data, such as mortality lists, and with the recruitment of contributing members or donors.
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In addition, correspondents were sought for both meteorology and medicine. There were also ' consultant members ', whose advice could be sought for specific questions. Everyone who contributed to the society's knowledge had the right to a copy of the Verhandelingen without having to pay the subscription fee. For all members a diploma was designed, to be sealed with the emblem of the society. This emblem consisted of an ' Aesculapius with his snake ' (the symbol of medicine) which touched the hand of ' Ptolemaios' (the representation of the earth sciences) in a library, with a telescope, a celestial globe, a rearing tray for herbs and the arms of the city of The Hague (the society's seat). The motto Mutua praestant officia ('they offer mutual help ') expressed the cooperation between medicine and meteorology. This vignette was also to be printed on the title page of the society's publications.
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The framework of the observations What were the goals of the Correspondentie Sociëteit and what examples did it follow in realizing these ambitions? Strangely enough, the ' statutes ' of the society mentioned no specific aims. But in a report about the founding of the society, Van den Bosch wrote that the organization's primary goal was to provide a good overview ' of the diseases in our fatherland ' in order to ' clearly see through the darkness of the many epidemics still present '. The medical objective therefore took priority over the meteorological objective, which was seen as necessary for realizing the primary purpose.
The Correspondentie Sociëteit had an observation schedule in mind for both tasks. For the registration of diseases a scheme would be followed quite similar to proposals previously published by the Englishman John Huxham, a former student of Boerhaave.
54 After his return to England, Huxham had set up a registration to investigate the ' progress of diseases ' in combination with notes concerning the composition of the air and the phases of the moon. According to Van den Bosch, changes in the weather situation were particularly important, as these changes could be expected to have an intense medical effect. Changes in the wind direction signified, for example, a change in the air inhaled, and with this the outbreak of an epidemic, such as dysentery, could possibly be explained. Demographic data, such as mortality tables (preferably with the accompanying causes of death), were also extremely important, but Van den Bosch provided no instructions as to how the collection of these data should be organized. Shortly afterwards this inadvertently led to the society being swamped with various proposals as to how this should be done.
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Simeon Pieter van Swinden, a lawyer in The Hague, drew up instructions for the meteorological observations. 56 However, his elderly brother, the Franeker professor Jan Hendrik van Swinden, considered this design to be completely inadequate. It did not sufficiently emphasize that the use of good instruments and a uniform observation strategy were absolutely essential. In particular, the uniform strategy was vitally important because otherwise a later comparison of observations would be completely pointless. To achieve this uniformity, the society needed a predetermined blank form. Similar pre-printed sheets had been used between 1735 and 1748 by Nicolaas Duyn of Haarlem, who had exchanged such forms with his meteorological correspondents.
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According to J. H. van Swinden a pre-printed form was a condition for securing a uniform method of observation, even by simple 'enthusiasts'.
58 He worked on new instructions throughout the summer of 1779. The new schema was published in the spring of 1780, anonymously, at the request of Professor Van Swinden, who evidently did not wish to offend his younger brother with his firm rejection of the original scheme. What did the Franeker Professor expect from the observers ? Of course, every observer had to perform daily observations at fixed times by a standardized reading of instruments, but it was also expected that they would ' reduce ' their notes into monthly and yearly averages. The scheme was ambiguous with respect to the frequency of the observations. Van Swinden himself had made observations every hour of the day for many years, but his ' Plan for observations ' was not so strenuous. Although he personally preferred a division of the day into five equal portions because such a system would more closely ' approximate the truth', he asked the observers to perform a minimum of three daily observations at fixed times, to be supplemented with ' special observations '. So it was left to the observers to decide what frequency would suit them best. This remarkable inconsistency would later attract heavy criticism towards the Correspondentie Sociëteit.
The scheduled meteorological instruments
Van Swinden's ' Plan ' emphatically stated the meteorological parameters to be measured, along with the instruments intended for this purpose. Which were to be chosen ? In a recent article Abbé Mann, an English academic at the Académie Impériale et Royale des Sciences et Belles-lettres de Bruxelles, had pleaded for the measurement of a number of new, more theoretically determined, parameters, such as the quantity of ' electric substance ' in the atmosphere and the ' elasticity of the air '.
60 Although Van Swinden was initially quite positive about this proposal from his southern Netherlandish colleague, 61 in practice he rejected Mann's approach. Van Swinden preferred the registration of trusted meteorological parameters. In order of priority these were temperature, air pressure, wind direction, wind speed, precipitation and evaporation. Surprisingly, Van Swinden excluded some meteorological parameters. For example, his ' Plan ' makes no mention of ' humidity meters ', in spite of the fact that such hygrometers or ' notiometers ' had been used for decades. Van Swinden revealed the reason for this choice in a letter sent to secretary Van den Bosch in November 1779. According to Van Swinden, the old hygrometers were unreliable and the new hygrometer proposed by De Luc in 1773 was simply far too expensive for general use.
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For the same reason, Van Swinden made only a brief mention of the ' eudiometer'. This measuring device had recently been developed on the basis of Priestley's idea that the ' health of the air ' could be determined by chemical methods. However, Van Swinden, who personally had done many experiments with the eudiometer, considered this instrument to be too difficult for the society's observers to master. For similar reasons he excluded ' electrometers ' for the detection of atmospheric electricity 63 and ' compasses ' for detecting the daily variation in the magnetic field of the Earth. The absence of the compass is surprising, since Van Swinden was probably more familiar with this instrument than anyone. He enjoyed international recognition for his magnetic expertise.
64 At a personal level, he considered the daily magnetic variation of the compass to be a principal meteorological parameter, even to the extent that he measured this parameter every hour during many successive years.
The reception of the ' Plan for observations '
The extensively rewritten ' Plan for observations ' was approved by the directors of the Correspondentie Sociëteit in January 1780. With this step, the board hoped to have laid ' a firm foundation ' for coordinated and standardized meteorological observations in the Dutch Republic. Now the question arose of how things would develop in practice. How would the ' plan ' be received and how many observers could be found willing actually to carry out the work ?
There was certainly criticism of the plan and not from unimportant people. One of those who opposed the scheme was Johannes Christiaan Mohr (1747-87). As the author of a large-scale analysis of a forty-year record of temperatures and as an experienced observer, Mohr was one of the leading Dutch scholars in the field of meteorology.
65 In daily life he worked in Amsterdam as a bookkeeper, fur trader and poet.
66 Mohr, who was unaware of the fact that Van Swinden was the author of the ' Plan ', considered this observation scheme far too laborious.
67 In his opinion the recommendation of five observations a day was unrealistic. Performance of all the requested observations just three times a day would already be a considerable undertaking. Mohr was also critical of the methods indicated for estimating wind speed or measuring ice thickness in winter. Furthermore, Mohr attached great importance to a careful calibration of the instruments. He advised that all the instruments used by the society should be calibrated at the same spot to test their ' uniformity '. The scales of the instruments should be uniform : for thermometers the Fahrenheit scale should be used and for barometers the English foot, ' as both are most commonly used in this country '. Louis Cotte, secretary of the French Societé Royale de Médecine, was also critical of the ' Plan ' of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. According to Cotte, the lack of prescribed uniformity strongly reduced the value of the observations. However, he embraced Van Swinden's design of a blank form for all observers and copied the idea. A similar form, slightly adapted by Cotte, circulated for use in the Societé Royale de Médecine from 1780 onwards.
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Daily practice
Initially the society made good progress. Various cities joined up with the society and as early as February 1779 the proposals had already been ' enthusiastically accepted ' in a dozen Dutch towns.
69 At a local level, the cooperation of medical doctors could not automatically be counted upon. For example, in Middelburg, the medical doctors initially refused to cooperate in any way. Only after the city council had made it compulsory to provide a regular list of the prevalent ' endemic and epidemic diseases ' was cooperation forthcoming. However, this was only after a solemn declaration of the collective Medicinae Doctores had been drawn up, in which they declared that their ' true report ' must never be mixed with data that was collected from the Lippis & Tonsoribus, by which they meant the local surgeons and barber surgeons.
70 Elsewhere the collection of medical statistical data such as birth and mortality lists also encountered more difficulty than had initially been anticipated. So in some places use was made of undertakers in the absence of other ' knowledgeable options ' for mortality rates. Yet other places turned to midwives for help in collecting the birth rates. Better progress was made where the local government was prepared to act in an encouraging or regulatory manner. This was the case, for example, in Enkhuizen, 's-Hertogenbosch, Middelburg, St Maartensdijk and Zutphen.
71 Secretary Van den Bosch therefore remained optimistic. He was firmly convinced that time would work in favour of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. ' One will have to be patient until the publication of our observations increasingly convince them of their worth '.
72
Initially, Van den Bosch appeared to be right. During the first three years the Correspondentie Sociëteit received a national response of an unheard-of size in the Netherlands. The list of participants published in 1783 contained some five hundred names spread throughout the entire republic. On the one hand there were supporting members such as merchants, donators and contributing members, and on the other hand there were working members such as consultants and correspondents. From the very start, the most difficult problem was finding suitable meteorological observers. In July 1780 Van Swinden was only assured of the cooperation of no more than five meteorological observers. 73 Yet this situation improved as time went by. In 1781 a total of about thirty meteorological observers were registered. Some fifteen of them can be described as ' persistent ' over the years. Three of them were employed as observers by the Hoogheemraadschap van Rijnland. Most had received some kind of university education (see the Appendix to the second part of this paper, to be published in a subsequent issue of BJHS).
The number of the Correspondentie Sociëteit's observers does not seem particularly large. But the number is respectable enough compared to the fifty points of observation that the famous Societas Meteorologicae Palatina managed to acquire throughout the whole of Europe or the 150 observers of the Societé Royale de Médecine in France over an area thirteen times greater than the Dutch Republic. Corrected for area, the observation density of the Correspondentie Sociëteit is even more favourable than those of both sister organizations. Furthermore, from the outset Van Swinden had stated that it was not the size of the society which was important, but rather ' the skill, the attentiveness, and ensuring the use of good instruments '.
74 So the question arises, to what extent were these qualities present?
The Correspondentie Sociëteit's publications reveal some discord with respect to this point. For example, it was found that thermometer readings of some Zeeland observers were unusable due to the wrong siting of their instruments.
75 Similar matters went wrong with observers in Bergen op Zoom and Schoonhoven.
76 Some anonymously submitted observations from Hoogezand were rejected because nobody knew the observer, as a result of which the Correspondentie Sociëteit doubted their accuracy.
77
An observer from Dordrecht was also rejected, since for the sake of convenience he had hung his thermometer indoors.
78 Fortunately there were also many positive reports. Callenfels, a medical doctor from Sluis, for example, requested the delivery of the best instruments the society could recommend.
79 A set of ' new instruments expressly crafted for this purpose ' was supplied by the ' tested master ' Paulus Wast of Amsterdam, but only after ' a skilled and well-trained physics investigator ', Mohr, had thoroughly tested them.
80 Other observers made the requested instruments themselves, such as Rutgerus Holl, a passionate meteorological and astronomical observer in the army.
81 However, 
82
Over the course of time increasing value was attached to a thorough station description. Not only were the observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit required to use good instruments, attention also had to be devoted to the proper placing of these.
83
Although the ' Plan ' stipulated that each observer was obliged to submit a description of his instruments, in practice this turned out to be more difficult than had initially been thought. Thus the third part of the Verhandelingen contained an exemplary station description that had been submitted by Jan Esdré from Heusden. With great care he described both his instruments and their positioning.
84 But on this occasion organizational inconsistencies also resurfaced. Esdré's use of the instruments deviated somewhat from the instructions given in the society's original ' Plan '. How was this to be managed ? Esdré was a trained researcher, so his arguments had to be taken seriously.
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Thus on the one hand Esdré was highly praised as an example for others -a ' slavish following ' of rules would hinder the advancement of science -but on the other hand criticism was expressed. If all the measurements were to be compared, then the ' Plan ' had to be followed ' because if everybody acted as he saw fit, it would not be possible to make a thorough report of the weather '. However, these admonitions would only be published in 1786, delayed by problems of printing the Verhandelingen. By that time, Esdré's station description would have little effect as a model for other observers. 
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This situation did not last long, because the leader of the family, Jan Hendrik van Swinden, became seriously overworked in the spring of 1782. Accompanied by his wife and children, Jan Hendrik had to spend six months recuperating at his father's house in The Hague. He also spent a few months at the health resort of Spa in the southern Netherlands. His health had become a major obstacle to scientific research. Much to his regret, Van Swinden had to refuse the task of making observations on the society's behalf for the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina. This organization had provided every observer with a set of identical instruments of the best quality. The Elector Palatine paid for all these devices. The data thus collected by the Societas would cover all Europe. From central Russia to Greenland and from Norway to the Mediterranean Sea, observations would be made by some fifty observers, following the same procedures, making measurements at the same time, using identical instruments of high quality. Such a large-scale initiative was unheard-of in the history of meteorology. But now, because of his failing health, Van Swinden could not participate in this revived research. He could not even obtain his own set of instruments, because the Elector only allowed these instruments to be issued to corps littéraires, organizations that could guarantee the continuity of the observations. Now that his brother would carry out the observations on behalf of the Correspondentie Sociëteit, the Franeker professor was only a ' private individual ' and with this he was excluded from the research programme of the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina. The Mannheim Academy would make only two exceptions to this severe ruling. Two aristocratic gentlemen were allowed to participate at their own expense in the observations of the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina. The first was the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, while the second was ' dem Hern Van de Perre would become one of the main sources of funding of the Correspondentie Sociëteit.
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Another foreign contact was established between the Correspondentie Sociëteit and the colonial Bataviaasch Genootschap der Konsten en Wetenschappen. The latter was the oldest scientific society in Asia, established in 1778 in the Dutch dependency of Batavia (now Jakarta) in the Indonesian Archipelago. As early as 1780 Van den Bosch had organized the ' sending ' of instruments to the Bataviaasch Genootschap and, through Van Swinden, contacts with the Dutch Indies continued to exist later.
90 This correspondence with the Asian-based society led to meteorological observations being collected and published in the Dutch colonies as well.
91 However, the meteorological instruments sent from the Netherlands turned out to be particularly vulnerable to damage both during transport and in use. On several occasions the opinion was expressed in Batavia that such instruments were ' not suitable for the tropical hot and humid climate '. Probably for this reason meteorological observations in Asia were published only once in the transactions of the Bataviaasch Genootschap der Konsten en Wetenschappen.
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Organizational problems
Despite the rapid and apparently successful start, the Correspondentie Sociëteit functioned with considerable difficulty. Initially the dire lack of funds was felt particularly sharply. A war with England started in 1782 ; as a result the Dutch Republic was quickly impoverished, with considerable consequences for the Correspondentie Sociëteit. Whereas initially considerable sympathy and financial support could have been expected from the court of the Stadholder, this was no longer so. During the war no support whatsoever could be expected from the national government. 93 In the conflict's first three years scarcely two-thirds of the funds required were obtained. A reduction of the membership fee, in order to obtain more members, did not have the desired effect. As a consequence the publication of the Society's Verhandelingen was seriously delayed. 93 Van Swinden to Cotte, 8 January 1782: 'Malgré l'utilité évidente dont cette société est, il n'y a qu'un très petit nombre de gens qui veuillent contribuer à la souscription nécessaire pour les frais, & il n'y a rien à attendre du Gouvernement, sû rement pas pendant la Guerre.' Gradually it also became apparent that editing these publications was highly problematic. By February 1781 the pile of collected meteorological data had become so large that Van den Bosch anticipated problems. What should be done with these detailed observations ? This had hardly been given any prior thought. If the observations were published in an unabridged form, then the printed volumes would be extremely voluminous (thus expensive), and if the observations were summarized, the observers ' would not be fully rewarded for the work they had done '. 94 An analysis of all data collected would be the best solution, but who would be prepared to take on such a mammoth task ? Van den Bosch considered this a difficult dilemma. Due to ' meagre funds ' it was decided not to publish the observations in their entirety, as for example did the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina, but to summarize the observations in comparison with each other. The lawyer Simeon Pieter van Swinden was willing to compile a ' general sketch of the weather in the year 1779 ' from the data available. But he clearly over-exerted himself in this task. After all, what criteria should be used ? Partly due to this lack of a theoretical framework, scarcely half of the task had been completed after two years of hard slog. At the end of 1782 the lawyer Van Swinden moved to the city of Delft and he used this move to relieve himself of the crushing burden of editing a text. A new workhorse would take over this painstaking task ; Gerrit van der Weyde of The Hague, the son of a lawyer, had offered to complete the job.
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A lack of manpower became increasingly acute during the second half of the 1780s. The main driving force behind the meteorological undertaking of the Correspondentie Sociëteit, the Franeker professor Jan Hendrik van Swinden, had also been forced to change his plans, following his long period of exhaustion in 1782. At the end of 1784 Van Swinden accepted an academic post in Amsterdam. There he had to teach new subjects, involving much preparatory work. Meteorological effort was thus deferred. Initially Van Swinden thought this was ' for the time being '.
96 However, it soon became apparent that this ' temporary end ' of his meteorological research would become permanent. Within a year of his appointment at Amsterdam, Van Swinden had to report to his correspondent Louis Cotte that his teaching duties no longer allowed him to perform any scientific research. 97 In the meantime Van Swinden was deeply concerned about the vagaries of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. In a letter to Van der Weyde he complained about the Society's slow progress : ' it is a pity that such a useful undertaking falls into decadence'. 98 Due to the many financial difficulties, the printing press had been halted since July 1784, despite the fact that at that time only the observations for 1779 had been published. Van der Weyde, by then one of the greatest contributors to the society, was afraid that the delay of the society's publications would discourage observers. The smallest mishap would result in the entire project, however virtuous, collapsing. 99 Even the society's founder and secretary Van den Bosch had lost some of his enthusiasm. Letters directed to him were sometimes left unanswered for more than a year. To some contributors the reasonable question arose as to whether the society still actually existed. 100 But, thanks to Van der Weyde, the society eventually managed to publish two more volumes of its Verhandelingen. In September 1785 the meteorological analysis for the year 1780 was published, 101 followed in June 1786 by the first part of the meteorological observations for the year 1781.
102 But with this effort the printing press of the society again came to a standstill for a long time.
There was no end to the ' miserable struggling ' of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. On a national level the passionate political arguments in the Dutch Republic commanded all attention. As a result of this internal battle between the so-called ' patriots ' and the ' Orangists ' Dutch society was completely disrupted. 103 In August 1787 Van den Bosch sighed that even the Correspondentie Sociëteit had to be protected against the ' claws of bitter malice '.
104 Although a state of provisional stability was reached in September 1787, thanks to the military intervention of the Prussian king, the brother-in-law of Stadholder William V, the advancement of science did not stand high on the political agenda. To add insult to injury, a number of key figures in the Correspondentie Sociëteit were lost in a short period of time. The meteorological section of the Correspondentie Sociëteit -already severely hit by the complete withdrawal of Professor Van Swinden -lost three of its most able observers : Mohr died in June 1787, Holl was scarcely capable of making observations due to illness and military duties, 105 and as a result of the political upheavals the editor Van der Weyde was forced to leave the country. He emigrated to Riga, where he became ' chief engineer ' in the army of the ' Tsar of Russia '.
106
The passing of these four people was seen as a ' great loss ' for Dutch meteorology.
107
When secretary Van den Bosch also died less than a year later, leaving behind his papers in a highly chaotic state, the end of the Correspondentie Sociëteit seemed imminent.
108
New fervour
Yet events took a different course and the society enjoyed a brief respite. Despite the enormous problems, a new secretary was found : Anthony Laurillard dit Fallot, an energetic 38-year-old medical doctor, who zealously tackled the necessary reforms of the Correspondentie Sociëteit.
109 Like Van den Bosch, Laurillard had also studied at Leiden University, where he had obtained his doctorate in medicine in 1775.
110 After establishing himself as a ' City Medical Doctor' in The Hague, Laurillard had translated three medical textbooks from French into Dutch.
111 Furthermore, in 1793 he would be one of the four founders of the still extant ' Diligentia ' Society for Physics in The Hague.
112 Laurillard's scientific interest was therefore beyond dispute. As new secretary of the Correspondentie Sociëteit, Laurillard considered his first task to resume its publications. In April 1789, less than a year after Van den Bosch's death, a new volume of the Verhandelingen was published.
113 The book contained the medical observations for the year 1780, which with its delay of nine years could hardly be described as precipitate. But with Laurillard's appointment the policy of the Society also changed. In the preface to the new volume, Laurillard announced that the gap for the years 1781 tothe near-moribund society. His considerable ' generosity ' was something on which the Correspondentie Sociëteit had been counting for the future.
Reorganization and end
Now that this important source of financial support had dried up, it was definitely time for a policy change. The Correspondentie Sociëteit was left with no other choice than to continue its work in a less costly manner. According to Laurillard, it was necessary to ' re-establish the dilapidated building of this very beneficial society '. As the study of epidemic diseases was the principal aim of the Correspondentie Sociëteit, its entire future attention would be devoted solely to this subject. With this decision, almost nothing of the original meteorological objective remained in place. As a consequence a new blank observation form would be designed, in which collection of medical and meteorological observations would be integrated. Whether the difficulties experienced in usefully analysing the meteorological observations played a decisive role in this decision is not known.
The final overview of the ' meteorological and pathological observations for the years 1782 to 1790 ' was eventually published in September 1793. It was a colossal volume of some 850 pages, in which the meteorological observations were minimally summarized. Some observation stations were even completely omitted.
115 Thirteen months later, a new yearbook was published, designed according to the new ' programme '. A new title, Verhandeling omtrend de Weersgesteldheid en de Ziekten (Transactions about the state of the weather and diseases), underlined the changed format.
116 The book contained only descriptive essays. Meteorological essays were kept to an absolute minimum. Henceforth the remaining observers of the Society were asked to supply only monthly averages of air pressure, temperature and wind direction. With this, Van Swinden's ambitious ' Plan for performing meteorological observations ' was completely abandoned.
Despite these reforms the society would not much longer continue to exist. The small organization would eventually suffer the same fate as the French Societé Royale de Médecine and the German Societas Meteorologicae Palatina. Like its foreign counterparts, the Correspondentie Sociëteit would not survive the political upheaval caused by the revolutionary French. The lack of funds had already extinguished the meteorological mission, but very soon the medical objective also ran into trouble. In early 1795 one last incomplete yearbook would be published.
117 Except for some ' meteorological and epidemiological observations ' from The Hague, hardly any other report had been submitted for publication. Secretary Laurillard ascribed this lack of material to the ' generally well-known circumstances that have inhibited the activities of several other societies this year '. The Correspondentie Sociëteit would never recover from this misery. After 1795 no activities of the society are known. In 1801 the society was still in existence, being mentioned in a medical magazine as ' languishing '. A general lack of support was there noted as being the chief cause of this hopeless situation.
118 The final blow came in the summer of 1802 when the remaining members of the board of directors declared the organization ' completely disbanded '.
119 For the last time secretary Laurillard dit Fallot was asked to write a series of letters on behalf of the Correspondentie Sociëteit . It was on this occasion that Van Swinden was thanked for his enormous contributions to the organization. It had been an initiative that could have been ' prosperous and beautiful ', but it had succumbed to failure ' because of the misfortunes of the times '.
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Results
What did the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit produce ? From an objective viewpoint, the medical-meteorological goal was not realized. No rules had been found that could be used for meteorological prediction, nor had a relationship been demonstrated between weather and the occurrence of epidemics or the position of the planets. This ' failure ' is implied in the prize contest announced by the Bataafsch Genootschap der Proefondervindelijke Wijsbegeerte back in 1785, which asked, ' what use can be made of the meteorological observations which people are so enthusiastically devoting themselves to at present? What use can it be to medicine in particular and to human society in general ?' No answer was submitted to these and similar prize contests, typifying the impasse in which meteorology had once again found itself. he had written in 1784, but of which he delayed publication until 1812. At that time, the article was only useful as a space-filler in a scientific journal ; it could no longer be presented as a serious contribution to meteorology.
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Converting the large flow of meteorological observations into usable results for analysis proved to be a far too unwieldy task for the eighteenth-century scholars.
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Although by then instruments seemed qualitatively good enough and the observers had sufficient interest and observational discipline, the theoretical framework was still inadequate. The processing of meteorological data only made sense after the development, during the first half of the nineteenth century, of new theoretical concepts such as isobars and isotherms.
The manual processing of the enormous quantity of measurement data also proved to be too problematic. In 1828 one of the society's former observers, the Remonstrant preacher Adriaan Stolker, characterized the twenty-five sheets that each observer of the Correspondentie Sociëteit had to submit every year as an ' insurmountable mountain of paper '. Looking back in time, Stolker found most of the painstaking mathematical reducing of the observations into monthly and yearly summaries rather useless. 124 Only with the invention of new statistical methods in the nineteenth century could the problem of processing this kind of data be tackled in a useful way. In 1800, reflecting upon his own work, J. H. Van Swinden lamented this state of affairs. He found it regrettable that the ' fruit of so much work ' had borne nothing useful. Writing to his old correspondent Louis Cotte, Van Swinden stated that ' it is a shame that people are currently of the opinion that the usefulness and perhaps even the spirit of this beautiful science are less appropriate at this time. This has a disastrous effect on what is currently being undertaken '. 125 From his viewpoint and expectations, Van Swinden was of course correct. The direct results they had hoped for had not been achieved, though a lot of observational experience had been gained.
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Tools for quantification : the reception of new instruments
One of the most fascinating experiences gained by the meteorological observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit concerned the practical use of new instruments. In the period after 1775 renewed interest in meteorology had stimulated the development of various new meteorological instruments. These instruments seemed at first to be a welcome addition or improvement in quantitative meteorology. How did the Correspondentie Sociëteit cope with these new developments ? What factors determined whether or not the instruments were accepted as a useful addition to instruments already available? Four examples will be used to illustrate how this issue was tackled.
The spiral thermometer
The spiral thermometer was introduced to the Netherlands in 1778. The promoter of this instrument was the ' highly skilled ' Austrian ' weatherglass maker ' Carlo Bianchi. The instrument was developed in Vienna in 1767 by Jacob Bianchi, possibly the father of the Dutch producer.
1 Bianchi's spiral thermometer was distinguished from the standard mercury thermometers not only by its exceptionally large mercury reservoir in the form of a spiral, but also because the level was read with two pointers. The large reservoir guaranteed a larger absolute expansion ; the movement of the mercury meniscus in relation to the temperature was transferred to the pointers by means of a weight-andgear construction. The dial consisted of three graduated scales, the innermost in degrees Réaumur, the middle one in degrees Fahrenheit and the outermost a precise graduated scale intended for the second pointer. The movement of this pointer was greatly enlarged by means of another gear mechanism. The sound construction of the instrument gave it a solid and reliable appearance. The large reservoir and the highly graduated scale suggested a greater degree of sensitivity and precision. But was this pretension justified? A major discussion arose between some meteorological observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. Mohr, an Amsterdam observer, was a great advocate of Bianchi's product, which he considered to be a considerable improvement on the cylinder thermometer developed earlier in the century by Fahrenheit. Mohr attached great value to the correction tables Bianchi supplied, with which the observed temperature could be adjusted for the expansion of the tubes. Mohr also discovered that the mercury in a spiral thermometer ' rises and falls more quickly '. He wondered whether this increased sensitivity of the instrument was due to Bianchi's preference for German glass as opposed to English glass, which was usually regarded as exquisite. According to Bianchi, English glass became dirty faster, as a result of which the internal friction in the ' pipes ' increased. On the other hand, J. H. van Swinden, whose thermometric skill was unequalled in the Netherlands, was unconvinced by Mohr's arguments : ' the best writers approve the single thermometer as the best '.
2 But Van Swinden respected Mohr enough to agree to test the instrument, as did others. Despite its high price of almost four gold ducats, a dozen observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit used the spiral thermometer as a complement to the classical mercury thermometer.
3 ' Time will tell which is the best ', Mohr wrote in the winter of 1780, 4 committing himself to an intensive research programme.
The first doubts about the superiority of the instrument emerged in April 1781, when Mohr informed Van Swinden that he now no longer preferred the Bianchi device ; the thermometer indicated 1.5 to 2 degrees less than standard thermometers made by Prins, Wast or Ruspinus, which ' generally agreed quite well with each other '. Mohr had been most surprised, however, that Bianchi's experimental thermometer did correctly indicate the freezing and boiling points of water. In June 1781 Mohr thought that he had found an explanation. Whereas Bianchi set the freezing point at 32 degrees, Wast and Ruspinus set it at 33 degrees, ' because this temperature is not actually frost but the lowest step of thawing '. This calibration method had been introduced by Hendrik Prins (1696-1762), a pupil of Fahrenheit. A personal acquaintance of Prins had solemnly declared that his thermometers were always calibrated at 33 degrees, in melting ice or snow, irrespective of the barometric pressure. According to Mohr, the observed differences could be explained by this information and by the fact that Bianchi calibrated his thermometers by complete submersion in boiling water, during which he also ensured a fixed barometer position. Mohr concluded that although Bianchi had ' a better basis ', the classical thermometers were still more convenient ; other experiments supported this observation.
5 With this conclusion, the expensive spiral thermometer left the theatre of meteorology. Only one copy of this rare instrument is now known to have survived. 
The hygrometer
Another innovation in the field of meteorology was the hygrometer, also known as the ' damp meter '. Such instruments had existed for some time, though usually rejected as unreliable.
6 Quantifiable results could not be obtained ; as the naturalist Jean Senebier put it in 1778, there were only hygroscopes available, not hygrometers.
7 But in 1780 an instrument appeared on the market that inspired confidence because it generated fairly reproducible results. This was the goose-quill hygrometer, attributed both to Noël Retz and to Antoine-Joseph Buissart.
8 A variant of this instrument had already been published by de Luc in 1773. The instrument was based on the contraction and expansion of organic material such as ivory (in the case of de Luc) or the shaft of a goose feather (by Buissart and Retz). The empty space of the shaft was linked by a sealing ring to a glass tube containing mercury. The mercury column in the tube therefore responded to humidity changes. Every reading had to be corrected for temperature, so a thermometer was necessarily annexed to the instrument. It was also important that there be fixed calibration points, so that a scale could be maintained.
Van Swinden had heard of Buissart's hygrometer through his French correspondent Cotte and put some confidence in the instrument, especially after he had received his own copy from a Paris artisan. After testing the new instrument, he sought the quickest means of publishing a description. Van Swinden reckoned this hygrometer ' one of the most necessary tools ' for meteorology. He had always regretted that it had not yet been possible to construct a proper ' damp meter ' capable of making ' comparative ' measurements. This new instrument offered hope of achieving this objective ; the device was not expensive (van Swinden's copy had only cost him nine guilders), so he called upon every meteorological observer to order a copy.
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Most of the observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit heeded Van Swinden's call, even though Mohr, for example, considered the scale of the instrument too complicated. Mohr also expressed doubts about measurement reproducibility, because a comparison between seven such instruments produced poor results. But other observers, such as the Delft medical doctor Jacob van Breda, were highly satisfied. Van Breda found the Retz hygrometer to be highly sensitive. ' If breathed upon once it falls by about three degrees', he reported.
10 Rutgerus Holl from Maastricht expressed less satisfaction. He had also made a copy of this hygrometer, together with a friend, the Lutheran preacher Franckenhoff. Franckenhoff was a well-known enthusiast, with a skill for constructing ' fine scientific instruments '. He was particularly skilled in ' blowing and welding ' of glass; this expertise made him particularly useful in the construction of meteorological instruments. Dissatisfied with Buissart's model, Holl and Franckenhoff produced a different type of hygrometer in 1786, ' according to the design of a professor in Halle '. This model also consisted of a glass tube filled with mercury, sealed on one side, while the other contained a wooden ring over which was pulled a tightly strung pig's bladder. Holl found this German-inspired instrument to be ' simpler and more sensitive ' than any other hygrometer he had seen. Van Swinden, however, doubted Holl's findings. Holl's hygrometer did not much differ from the design of Buissart and Retz. Furthermore, the Mannheim Societas Meteorologicae Palatina had accepted the goose-quill hygrometer as their standard model, so the instrument was now being distributed from Mannheim throughout Europe. Needs of standardization suggested the avoidance of major differences in instrumentation.
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In the meantime, however, Van Swinden had become enthusiastic about another hygrometer, sent to him from Geneva in August 1781 by the Swiss scholar de Luc. De Luc was well acquainted with the subject of hygrometry. In 1773 he had designed a forerunner of the goose-quill hygrometer of Buissart and Retz. The de Luc design had already been marketed by the English-born instrument-maker John Cuthbertson in Amsterdam. However, Van Swinden had nothing positive to say about this instrument of Dutch origin. Not only had Cuthbertson changed de Luc's sophisticated scale but, worse, he had also abandoned the necessarily annexed thermometer. According to Van Swinden, this merely demonstrated that Cuthbertson ' does not understand the basic principles of the hygrometer and is therefore incapable of making a good one '. He judged it shameful that good inventions were undermined in such a manner by the incompetence of ' craftsmen who were otherwise considered skilled and famous '.
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How different was this from de Luc's case. Due to his skill ' in lathing and other crafts ', de Luc probably was the only maker who could have succeeded where the ' most able craftsmen of London and Geneva ' had failed. Van Swinden expected overall that the hygrometers according to de Luc, Retz and Buissart would eventually be just as comparable as the thermometers filled with alcohol or mercury.
This would not, however, prove to be the case. The organic reference substances in different hygrometer types responded too differently to humidity changes. So an absolute measure for humidity remained a desideratum ; a humidity-sensitive substance with an acceptable tolerance was needed. This was ultimately realized to some extent in the hair-hygrometer, designed by the Swiss scholar Saussure. In January 1782 early rumours circulated that Saussure was working on just such a different hygrometer. This instrument would be ' even more sensitive ' and would provide more reproducible measurements than the whalebone hygrometer of de Luc. At the end of 1783 reports of such an instrument proved correct. Van Swinden, who now used both the Buissart hygrometer as well as new ones from de Luc, also made haste in requesting Saussure to send him such an ' exquisitely beautiful and sensitive hair hygrometer '. The instrument was delivered in about 1785 ' by a gentleman from Geneva '. But Van Swinden, who had moved to Amsterdam the same year and acquired a house that was completely unsuitable for meteorological observations, would no longer take part in this development. Of all of the remaining active observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit, only the aristocrat Van de Perre would effectively make use of Saussure's new hair hygrometer.
Thanks to his private membership of the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina, Van de Perre's observations are the earliest published hair hygrometer observations in the Netherlands.
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The eudiometer
Van de Perre was also one of the rare observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit who regularly made observations with the eudiometer.
14 This lack of enthusiasm for the eudiometer is somewhat surprising, because this very instrument most closely satisfied the primary medical objective of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. Developed at the end of the 1770s, the eudiometer was mainly intended to determine the quality of atmospheric air, interpreted by some as the volumetric concentration of dephlogisticated air (or oxygen gas). 15 After the identification of dephlogisticated air, the question arose as to whether the quantity of vital air in the atmosphere was subject to change. A relationship was suspected between the quantity of dephlogisticated air, or of oxygen gas, and the general state of health. So a proper knowledge about airs of different kinds seemed to contain the key to solving the problem of epidemic diseases.
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The Groningen pharmacist Boudewijn Tieboel, correspondent of the Correspondentie Sociëteit from 1780, was enchanted by this possibility: ' one may consider this invention … one of the most splendid and useful discoveries in natural philosophy '. The Amsterdam medical doctor and chemist Jan Rudolf Deiman, ' member consultant ' and also ' correspondent for medical affairs ' of the Correspondentie Sociëteit, asserted that the eudiometer was ' one of the most useful instruments in human society '.
17 Jacob van Breda, the society's observer at Delft, was also a firm defender of the eudiometer. As the Dutch translator of some papers of Jan Ingenhousz, he was well informed about the discoveries of this famous natural philosopher. Not only did Ingenhousz analyse the vital effects of plant matter on air quality, he also claimed to have experimentally demonstrated with the eudiometer that air at sea level contained more oxygen gas than 
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The version of the eudiometer most commonly used in the Netherlands followed the design of Felice Fontana. 19 According to Van Breda, this version far excelled all other eudiometers ' in simplicity and accuracy '. A measurement with the Fontana eudiometer depended on the contraction of an air column, which occurred when air was mixed with nitrogen monoxide. After the reaction the volume reduction of the air could be read on the graduated scale engraved on the glass tube. It was the alleged simplicity of Fontana's eudiometer that led van Breda to express the opinion that all meteorological observers ' in our fatherland ' should also perform eudiometric measurements. He had personally taken daily measurements since October 1780. 20 Very few observers heeded his call ; correct use of the instrument needed much practice and not many observers managed to achieve the necessary skills. Van Swinden, who experimented with the eudiometer in 1778, had therefore abandoned the apparatus, characterizing the instrument as being ' too difficult ' for an average meteorological observer. Experiments he performed during 1781 had given him reason to doubt the instrument's reliability. He even questioned published results of Ingenhousz, Deiman and Paets van Troostwyk. In a letter to Tieboel, Van Swinden stated that Ingenhousz ' had failed as much as he had made progress'. However, Van Swinden was not sure enough about the instrument to issue a final judgement. Due to health problems he had not been able to carry out all the eudiometric experiments he had in mind.
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There were indeed many complicating factors associated with the instrument. In April 1781 Van Breda discovered that water purity considerably affected his results. He observed a difference in solubility of the ' nitric air ' (the NO 2 formed), depending on whether the apparatus contained distilled water, well water or rainwater. 22 Van de Perre heard of Van Breda's results at first hand and questioned these findings, as he was highly satisfied with his own ' improved eudiometer '. This was probably the eudiometer invented by Van 24 In this type of eudiometer hydrogen reacted with the oxygen in the air during the discharge of an electrical spark. Volta's model would be used far into the nineteenth century, yet the eudiometer failed as a meteorological instrument. The variation in the amount of atmospheric oxygen was too small for accurate measurement, and the instrument appeared to be useless as a device for tracing infectious diseases. What had first appeared to be a highly promising effort to quantify a new meteorological parameter was found to have contributed nothing.
The atmospheric electrometer
Even more challenging than eudiometry was the question of atmospheric electricity. In this case, too, a link was proposed with both meteorology and medicine. 25 This connection was well demonstrated in a prize contest proposed in 1779 at Rotterdam by the Bataafsch Genootschap der Proefondervindelijke Wijsbegeerte : ' what effect do natural electricity and its different distributions in our atmosphere have on the healthy and the ill body ?' 26 Once again, the same investigators were interested in this subject. The gold medal in the Rotterdam prize contest was won by the Amsterdam investigators J. R. Deiman and his colleague Paets van Troostwyk. A similar prize contest, set in 1783 by the Hollandsche Maatschappij der Wetenschappen, was won three years later by Jacob van Breda of Delft. 27 This prize essay led to a quarrel with Van Breda's instrument-maker, Jan Reghter. As the designer and constructor of Van Breda's atmospheric electrometer, Reghter believed that he should be credited as the rightful inventor of the instrument instead of only being mentioned as Van Breda's employee. Reghter had studied the theme of atmospheric electricity for many years. In 1779 he had already published on ' electrical kites ' and ' lightning conductors ' in the Dutch magazine Vaderlandsche Letter-oeffeningen.
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In 1781 Van Breda was the first to submit measurements on atmospheric electricity to the meteorological section of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. Secretary Van den Bosch found these observations very promising, while his co-editor, Van der Weyde, also hoped that the society's meteorological observers could extend their observations to the ' electrometer '. 29 But this wish turned out to be impractical ; almost no one had suitable apparatus while only a few possessed enough patience to perform sensitive electrostatic measurements. The aristocrat Van de Perre was, again, almost the only observer of the Correspondentie Sociëteit to attempt to make such measurements. In the Mannheim Ephemerides for September 1784 Van de Perre described how he determined the electrical state of the atmosphere with Tiberius Cavallo's electrometer. 30 A Dutch description of this electrometer was published in 1780 by the Utrecht professor Johannes Theodorus Rossijn, a ' member consultant ' of the Correspondentie Sociëteit since 1783. Van de Perre also tried other methods ; his cabinet of scientific devices contained many instruments for ' Electricity of the Atmosphere '. But this subject proved recalcitrant. In September 1785 Van de Perre wrote to Van Breda that ' sometimes everything stops and one finds nothing, whatever one tries to do '; van Breda later agreed that this kind of measurement was indeed very difficult, particularly in the cities, where ' it is rarely possible to measure much electricity close to the buildings '. Van Breda rejected Cavallo's method, ' at least with the exception of thunderstorms, in which I have been able to measure some electricity with certainty '. The findings published by Deiman and Paets van Troostwyk were comparable. They had found the effect of atmospheric electricity completely negligible compared to the ' artificial electricity ' generated by their electrical machines. They concluded that ' electricity, as usually present in the atmosphere, can have no noticeable effect upon us and therefore has no effect on healthy and ill bodies '. 31 So, like the eudiometer, the atmospheric electrometer also enjoyed a very short life in Dutch medical meteorology.
Summary and conclusions
Scholarship has offered a range of judgements of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. In their recent study of the Netherlands at the start of the nineteenth century, Joost Kloek and Wijnand Mijnhardt characterize the efforts of the Correspondentie Sociëteit as a ' temporary milestone' in ' medical involvement with society '. According to them, this involvement arose after 1750, after university-trained medical doctors had reoriented themselves towards empiricism as a working method. They claim that this resulted in a preventative medical programme starting in about 1770 ; this process made a significant contribution to increased professional feeling and professional respect of the medical class.
32 Far more negative in his assessment was Harry Snelders, who in 1981 conducted a general investigation of the Verhandelingen of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. He concluded that ' in the end the Sociëteit left us with little more than many particulars about the number of births and deaths in many places in the country, which illnesses people died from, some meteorological observations and an overview of the many contributors '. Also rather negative in his judgement was Frank Huisman, who in 1997 investigated the medical records of the Groningen section of the Correspondentie Sociëteit. Although Huisman underlined the importance of the Correspondentie Sociëteit in the process of the emancipation of the medical class, he also concluded that in the medical field scarcely any insight had been obtained into dominant illnesses. According to Huisman, the medical publications of the Correspondentie Sociëteit ' do not contain an expected level of abstraction, on the contrary they were very casuistic and contained many lists without any form of interpretation '. He judged that the medical doctors of the Correspondentie Sociëteit were no more than ' defective empiricists ', because they never explicitly explained the transition from empirical material to theory. In Huisman's opinion, ' the correctness of the ideas adopted was indisputable, so that measurements could never have led to a modification, let alone a rejection, of the theory '.
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The question arises as to whether this is a useful way of making historical judgements. From a historical viewpoint, processes and efforts rather than results are most important, and innovations with respect to the institution's contemporary practices are to be assessed. 34 If the Correspondentie Sociëteit is examined from such a perspective, then the result is rather positive, at least for the society's meteorological aspect. In the meteorological section of the Verhandelingen attention was mostly devoted to the set-up, methodology and recording of observations. This is hardly surprising, because in this field organized and systematic work was something very new in the Netherlands ; members of the Correspondentie Sociëteit had to discover this effectively at first hand. There was no previous expertise on which to rely. The Correspondentie Sociëteit was the first in the Netherlands to genuinely organize scientific research. Moreover, contributors to the society performed much work. During a period of just over ten years the society published eleven volumes with almost five thousand pages of printed observations, about one-third of which was concerned with meteorology. Although these volumes were indeed partly descriptive, this does not mean that a higher level of abstraction was not the aim. For example, in his report about the weather during the years from 1779 to 1781, Van der Weyde sought to draw thoroughly analytical conclusions and even provided methodological arguments. According to Van der Weyde, the body of knowledge formed ' one large structure ' which would only progress when many investigators worked on it together. Various types of natural knowledge needed to be distinguished. Meteorological knowledge could only be deduced from observation. Van der Weyde held that reliable natural knowledge was generated in three stages : first, collection and description of the phenomena ; then the more difficult step of deriving inferences or patterns from these observations ; the third step, the most difficult, to find an underlying theory or explanation. This step could only be taken after much preliminary work had been done. Van der Weyde considered Van Swinden's work on the magnetic needle to be an example of the first phase, that of describing phenomena. 35 An example of the second phase, the derivation of inferences, was
Toaldo's hypothesis that the seasons recurred according to the circulatory time of the phases of the moon. The last, finding an underlying explanation, had not yet been achieved in meteorology, but this was the universally appealing and ultimate goal. In the end meteorology would prove to be of immeasurable importance for agriculture, shipping and medicine ; such was Van der Weyde's firm conviction. Thus Van der Weyde was by choice a practising empiricist. In his analyses he only sought ' inferences ', not underlying explanations, simply because to offer such explanations would be to take a step too far. Van der Weyde was particularly keen on finding parallelisms, such as possible relations between meteorological and astronomical phenomena. In this he was strongly influenced by Toaldo's prize essay of 1774, like other European scholars such as Joseph-Jérome le François de Lalande, Louis Cotte and Jean Senebier, and was well equipped for the task. He was one of the rare observers of the Correspondentie Sociëteit to also have a thorough knowledge of astronomy. 36 Due to his particular interest in Toaldo's astro-meteorological hypotheses, Van der Weyde was searching for periodicities in weather patterns. In 1782 he thought he had found that the weather conditions of 1779 fitted the astronomical Chaldean period ; a year later he was surprised that the conditions of 1780 were similar to those of the eighteenyear Saros cycle. Because of these apparent discoveries, it became a matter of concern that the publication of the society's Verhandelingen was so severely delayed. The priority of ' a significant discovery ' had been missed, according to the society's secretary, Van den Bosch. In September 1785 he wrote that ' if our Verhandelingen had been published earlier, we would have been before Lalande in determining the similarity [of the weather of 1780] with the weather of 1767 ' . 37 Yet after a few years of investigation it became clear that events would take a different course. In his last published analysis, Van der Weyde also had to admit that with respect to weather periodicities he had found just as many similarities as differences.
38 A positive conclusion simply could not be drawn. The hope of demonstrating astro-meteorological relationships was frustrated by the observations collected. David Cassidy comments that thus ' Toaldo's theory met its final refutation '. While this result may have been disappointing to those concerned, methodologically it was nevertheless important. Furthermore, it contradicts Huisman's assessment regarding the indisputable correctness of the adopted ideas.
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A new type of scientific organization was set up in 1779 in the Netherlands: a medical and meteorological society which for the first time in the country's history devoted itself to the standardization, collection and processing of scientific observations. Although the main driving force was medical, meteorology much benefited from this motivation. New meteorological instruments were thoroughly tested and rejected or accepted for use on the basis of these tests. New measurement standards were developed and laid down in protocols and predetermined blank forms. In so doing, the Correspondentie Sociëteit contributed to awareness of instrumentation, standardization and quantification, a crucial process for the development of the natural sciences. For the first time in the Netherlands meteorological observations were obtained with the objective of centrally processing large files of data. The lack of a theoretical framework, combined with many organizational problems, made this goal too ambitious for that era.
In the area of medical demographics, some noteworthy aims were also realized. Never before in the Netherlands had the collection of birth and death rates taken place on such a large scale. 40 The fact that local environmental factors could be of vital importance for public health had never been acknowledged before in such a broad and general context. The Verhandelingen of the Correspondentie Sociëteit not only enriched Dutch scientific literature with a new genre, medical geography, but as a result of these efforts environmental medicine also became a recognized subject. 41 In short, the Correspondentie Sociëteit carried out pioneering work in many scientific fields in the Netherlands. That only a small band of people contributed to the meteorological work did not distinguish its situation from that elsewhere in Europe. While the meteorological section of the Correspondentie Sociëteit was heavily dependent on the zeal of a man like Jan Hendrik van Swinden, the same could be said of the relation between the Societé Royale de la Médecine and Louis Cotte, or that between the Societas Meteorologicae Palatina and Johann Hemmer. The functioning of the Natuur-en Geneeskundige Correspondentie Sociëteit was therefore comparable with that of its famous foreign counterparts.
Yet despite all this, the influence of the Correspondentie Sociëteit on the development of organized Dutch meteorology in the nineteenth century was negligible. Only in 1854, with the founding of the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologisch Instituut (the Royal Dutch Meteorological Institute), under the Utrecht mathematics professor C. H. D. Buys Ballot, was a more successful programme achieved. Even measurements collected by the Correspondentie Sociëteit were found to be unusable in later climatological studies. The Utrecht mathematics professor Willem Wenckebach, who in 1837 analysed all meteorological data he could find in Dutch literature, drew a shocking conclusion : according to Wenckebach the Verhandelingen of the Correspondentie Sociëteit contained a surprising number of printing mistakes and other errors. The few data Wenckebach could check against the original observation registers were nearly all incorrect. 42 Wenckebach was left with no choice but to reject all the data published by the Correspondentie Sociëteit. Only original or integrally published measurements, 18 Stolker, A. (1751 18 Stolker, A. ( -1837 
